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Abstract

Abstract-Singular random signals are characterized by the fact that their values at each time are

singular random variables, which means that their distribution functions are continuous but with a

derivative almost everywhere equal to zero. Such random variables are usually considered as without

interest in engineering or signal processing problems. The purpose of this paper is to show that very

simple signals can be singular. This is especially the case for autoregressive moving average (ARMA)

signals defined by white noise taking only discrete values and filters with poles located in a circle of

singularity introduced in this paper. After giving the origin of singularity and analyzing its relationships

with fractal properties, various simulations highlighting this structure will be presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A random variable (RV) x is said to be singular if its distribution function (DF) Fx(ξ) is continuous

but with a derivative almost everywhere equal to zero. Thus, there is neither a probability density function

(PDF) nor a probability mass at some points. Similarly, a discrete-time random signal x[k] , k integer is

singular if, for each k , the RV x[k] is singular.

The existence of singular RVs is noted in more mathematically oriented books [1, p. 9] [2]. In the signal

processing community, singular RVs are often considered as mathematical curiosities either ignored, as

in [3] and [4], or presented with the comment that they are not of any practical interest [5].

However, it is shown in [2] that if wk is a symmetric Bernoulli white noise (SBWN), which means a

sequence of independent and identically distributed (IID) RVs taking only the values ±1 with the same

probabilities, then the RV x =
∑∞
k=1 a

kwk is singular for a < 1/2. It is the simplest example of a

singular RV and appears often in signal theory. Indeed, it describes the values of an autoregressive signal

of order one [AR(1)] generated by one of the simplest white noises. This shows that singular RVs are

not at all exceptional. This point has already been noted in [6] and [7].

The use of discrete-valued signals is very common in communication problems. For example, in binary

communications, the input takes only two values, and if some conditions on the channel are fulfilled,

the transmitted signal can be singular. In this case, the calculation of the probability of error requires

specific attention [7].

In this paper, we will show that singularity of autoregressive moving average (ARMA) signals is the

result of a combination of two points: discrete-valued inputs and some properties of the poles of the

system. More precisely, we will show that singularity results from the pole location inside a circle called

the circle of singularity. It is the cornerstone of the discussion of singularity, as is the unit circle for

stability. After introducing the basic theory of the problem, we will present various computer simulations

in order to highlight a phenomenon widely ignored up to now.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Sugularity

Let wk be a discrete-valued WN or a sequence of IID RVs taking q distinct possible values. The

simplest example is the BWN, where q = 2. Applying this noise at the input of a causal filter of impulse

response (IR) hk, we obtain the output

xk =
∑
l≥0

hlwk−l. (1)
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In the case of an infinite IR filter, we assume that

S =
∞∑
k=0

|hl| <∞ (2)

which means that the filter defined by hk is stable.

The point that the input WN is discrete implies the so-called purity theorem [2, p. 64]. It states that the

RV xk defined by (1) is either continuous, which means that its DF is absolutely continuous, or discrete,

which means that its DF is a step function, or singular, as defined at the beginning.

Consider the exponential causal filter for which hk = ak. It is related to the recursion xk = axk−1+wk

defining an AR(1) signal. If wk is an SBWN, we have the following results [2], [8]: If , 0 < a1/2 is

singular, if a = 1/2, x is uniformly distributed in the interval [−2,+2], and for almost all values of a

satisfying 1/2 < a < 1 is continuous. Note that there exist some values of a, 1/2 < a < 1 such that is

singular [8].

Our aim is to extend this kind of result to more general discrete- valued WNs wk or filters hk and,

especially, to dynamical filters defined by their poles and zeros and introducing ARMA signals.

For this purpose, let us first recall some notations introduced in [2]. The spectrum SFx
of the DF

Fx(ξ) of the RV is the set of all the points of variation of this function, and L(SFx
) its the Lebesgue

measure. If L(SFx
) = 0, the RV cannot be conuous and is thus either discrete or singular. However, it

can be shown by a reasoning beyond the scope of this paper [2, p. 66] that it cannot be discrete. Thus,

the singularity is characterized by the relation L(SFx
) = 0.

In order to study this measure, it is appropriate to introduce the quantity

ρn =
∞∑
k=n

|hk|. (3)

The most common result to characterize a singularity is the following one.

Theorem 1: If the input wk is an SBWN and if |hn| > ρn+1 for all n ≥ 0 , then

L(SFx
) = 4 lim

n→∞
2n|hn|. (4)

It is given without proof in [2, p. 66]. Let us present some consequences of this theorem.

1) As |hn| = ρn − ρn+1, the condition |hn| > ρn+1 can also be written as ρn > 2ρn+1, n ≥ 0.

2) As ρ = S and ρ1 = S−h0, this implies that S > 2(S−|h0|) or S < 2|h0|. For the IR hk = ak, we

have h0 = 1 and S = 1/(1− a). Thus, the condition S < 2|h0| yields a < 1/2. It is easy to ver ify that

this implies ρn > 2ρn+1 . Therefore, (4) can be applied and, because a < 1/2, this yields L(SFx
) = 0

and the singularity of x.

However, this theorem is often insufficient to ensure singularity. First , it is valid only for SBWN,

which is a strong limitation. Second, it introduces in many cases a domain of singularity that is too
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small. Third, for ARMA signals discussed in this paper, it is often impossible to calculate explicitly ρn

of (3). Therefore, a more general condition is required, and for this, instead of having the exact value of

L(SFx
), it is sufficient to calculate an upper bound of this measure. This is the purpose of the following

proposition.

Theorem 2: Let be the number of distinct possible values of the discrete IID random variables wk.

If the filter with impulse response gk = qkhk is stable, which means that
∑∞
k=0 |gk|, then the random

variable x =
∑∞
k=0 hkwk is singular.

Proof: Let be A the greatest possible value of |wk|. The random partial sum
∑n−1
k=0 hkwk takes at the

maximum qn distinct values vni . The possible values of the RV x are vni +
∑∞
k=n hkηk, where ηk is one

of the possible values of wk. They belong to an interval Ini of measure smaller than 2Aρn. As there are

qn intervals Ini at the maximum, the possible values of x belong to an interval In of measure smaller

than 2Aqnρn. Outside this interval, the DF F (x) of x cannot vary. Thus, L(SFx
) ≤ 2Aqnρn. As this is

valid for any n, L(SFx
) satisfies L(SFx

) ≤ 2a limn→∞ q
nρn However, as q1, qnρn < ρ̄n, where ρ̄n is the

rest of the series of the general term qk|hk|. This series is convergent because of the stability assumption.

Thus, the rest of it tends to 0, limn→∞ q
nρn = 0, and L(SFx

) = 0, which yields the singularity of xk.

Let us present some comments and consequences of this theorem.

1) Consider again the case of the IR hk = ak. The condition of Theorem 2 is satisfied if a ¡ 1/q. For

q = 2, we obtain, as with Theorem 1, a ¡ 1/2, but this is even valid for a nonsymmetric BWN.

2) Consider now the case of real filters with complex poles, which is especially important in signal

processing, as, for example, the filter defined by hk = ak sin(kφ) with the two poles a exp(±1jφ). The

sufficient condition for singularity given by Theorem 2 is |a| < 1/q. It is the same as for the exponential

filter hk = ak. On the other hand, it is difficult to calculate ρn given by (3).

3) It is obvious that Theorem 2, which requires only the knowledge of the poles of the filter, is much

more adapted to ARMA signals than Theorem 1. Indeed, the latter requires the calculation of the sums

ρn from the poles of the IR, which is often a very complicated task. However, there is no hierarchy

between the two theorems. There are a few examples where the conditions of validity of Theorem 1 are

less restrictive than those of Theorem 2.

4) Circle of singularity: Consider an ARMA signal xk generated by q -valued white noise wk filtered

by a stable dynamical filter, which means that all the poles of its transfer function (TF) H(z) are located

inside the unit circle called the circle of stability. Consider now the filter with IR gk = qkhk Its TF is

obviously G(z) = H(z/q). Thus, with any pole πi of H ′z), one can associate the pole qπi of G(z). The

stability condition of Theorem 2 is ensured if q|πi| < 1 or if all the poles of H(z) are inside the circle

with center 0 and radius 1/q. By analogy, this circle is called the circle of singularity.
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However, note that while the location of the poles inside the unit circle is a necessary and sufficient

condition of stability, the location of these poles inside the circle of singularity is only a sufficient

condition ensuring singularity. Note also that Theorem 2 is an intrinsic theorem. This means that it is

independent of the possible values of the IID RVs wk and of their probabilities but depends only on the

number of their possible values.

B. Fractal Prperties

Consider the random partial sum x[n] =
∑n−1
k=0 hkwk, where wk is an SBWN. This sum takes 2n

values vni defined by vni =
∑n−1
k=0 hkεk, where εk = ±1. Furthermore, x[n] is symmetric because to each

value vni , it is possible to associate the value −vni by simply changing the signs of each εk. Finally, we

can assume in all this section that hk > 0. Indeed, as , the possible values are the same if we replace by

|hk|.

To each value vni , it is possible to associate two values vn+1
i defined by vni ± hn. By repeating this

procedure, we can construct a tree where its nodes are the positive values vni of the RV x[n]. There

is, of course, a symmetric tree starting from −h0. Let us present the consequences on this tree of the

conditions of Theorem 1. The fundamental point is that the relation hn > ρn+1 implies that there is no

crossing of the branches of the tree.

Consider first the branches starting from ±h0. There is no crossing if the nodes generated by h0 are all

positive, which implies by symmetry that the nodes generated by −h0 are all negative. This is realized if

h0−ρ1 > 0, which is the condition of Theorem 1 for n = 0. The same procedure can be applied starting

from any node vni of the tree. There is no crossing of branches of the tree coming from an arbitrary node

vni if vni − hn + ρn+1 < vni + hn − ρn+ 1, which yields the condition of Theorem 1.

However, singularity does not require a noncrossing property. To verify this point, consider again the

IR hk = ak sin(kφ), and suppose that is chosen in such a way that there no such that hk = 0. In the

previous tree, consider an arbitrary node vk−1i and the branches starting from this node. There is crossing

of these branches at the step k + 1 if |hk+1| > |hk| or

a > ck
4
=

| sin(kφ)|
| sin([k + 1]φ)|

. (5)

In order to avoid any crossing of this type in the tree, we must have a < ck for any . This condition

can for some values of φ introduce a value of a much smaller than a < 1/2, ensuring the singularity.

For example, for φ = 0.4950, the noncrossing property requires 0.03 < a < 1/2. This means that for all

the values satisfying , there is simultaneously singularity and crossing. As the conditions of Theorem 1

imply noncrossing property, we deduce that Theorem 1 cannot be used for these values of a. This clearly

shows that the noncrossing property is not a necessary condition of singularity.
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Note, finally, that the noncrossing property is directly connected with the construction of Cantor

sets, and this means that Cantor-types distributions [7] are not at all the only distributions introducing

singularity.

It results from the structure of the tree that each node generates a local symmetry. Similarly, there are

holes, or domains, where the DF Fx(ξ) remains constant. One can show that there are an infinite number

of such disjoint domains and that their union is equal to the measure of the interval, where Fx(ξ) cannot

vary. This is the opposite part of the fact that the points of variation of Fx(ξ) are a set of zero measure,

which is the origin of the singularity.

Note, finally, that the noncrossing property can be valid only for sufficiently large n. The properties

of symmetries and holes are also valid with this condition. However, it is no longer possible to apply

Theorem 1, which requires N = 0.

C. Hausdorff Dimension

The Hausdorff dimension (HD) is an appropriate tool in the problems of fractal geometry [10]. Let

us show that the previous results on the circle of singularity can be retrieved by using HD. Let us note

dH(SFx
) as the HD of the set SFx

. The HD is connected to the singularity of by the following results.

When dH(SFx
) < 1, the set SFx

is totally disconnected [10, p. 30]. Consequently, since x cannot e

a purely discrete RV, it is a purely singular RV.

When dH(SFx
) ≥ 1, we cannot in general conclude since there are singular RVs x such that dH(SFx

) ≥

1.

These remarks show that dH(SFx
) is an imperfect measure of the singularity of x. There are some cases

where dH(SFx
) can be calculated. This appears especially for the exponential filter with 0 < a < 1/2

driven by an SBWN. In this case, we have dH(SFx
) = ln 2/ ln(1/a) < 1, which shows the singularity

of x for 0 < a < 1/2. The computation of dH(SFx
) is often difficult. For instance, the computation

dH(SFx
) of for any a ∈ [1/2, 1] in the case of the exponential filter driven by an SBWN is still an open

problem. However, it is sometimes easy to find an upper bound of dH(SFx
), as shown by the following

theorem [10, p. 42].

Theorem 3: If, for any δ, SFx
can be covered by a finite number n(δ) of intervals Ik with diameters

|Ik| satisfying |Ik| ≤ δ, then dH(SFx
) ≤ B, where the upper bound B is

B = − lim
δ→0

ln[n(δ)]

ln(δ)
(6)

This bound is sometimes called the box-counting dimension of SFx
[10, p. 38]. Let us apply this result

when the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. In this case, SFx
can be covered by qn intervals Ink of
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diameters satisfying |Ink | < δn = 2Aρn, where the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 2 are used.

As a consequence, B = limn→∞ Tn, with

Tn = − ln(qn)

ln(2Aρn)
= − ln q

n

ln(2A) + ln ρn
. (7)

This yields B = − ln q limn→∞[n/ ln ρn]. Let a be the maximum value of |πi|, where πi denotes all the

poles of the ARMA filter. It is easy to verify that lim[n/ ln ρn] = 1/ ln a, which leads to

B =
ln(q)

ln(1/a)
, (8)

where a < 1. The assumptions of Theorem 2 imply that q < 1/a , i.e., B < 1. Thus, the RV is singular.

To summarize, the Hausdorff dimension gives, in another way, a proof of the singularity of x when the

assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied.

III. AR SIGNALS WITH MULTIPLE POLES

The AR(1) signals analyzed in the previous section are generated from wk by the filter (1) with the

transfer function H(z) = z/(z−a). In order to better understand the phenomenon of singularit of signals,

we will now study AR signals generated by filters with transfer functions Hn(z) = [H1(s)]
n, introducing

a pole of order n in a. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our analysis to the case where n = 3. The

IR of this filter is (7/2)k(k + 1)ak, and the sum S defined by (2) is (1 − a)−3. Various histograms at

different scales are given . They are calculated with a = 0.4 and a = 0.2. The correponding values of S

previously calculated are indicated.

For a = 0.4, the fractal structure with a hole in the center of the histogram begins to appear with

histogram 5, which corrresponds to a reduction of approximately 80 times of the interval of histogram

1. Note that the interval of analysis of the last histogram is 1450 times smaller than the first of the same

figure. This shows that with a signal and a triple pole and for this value of , the singularity requires

analysis at a very large scale of reduction of the interval of variations of the DF.

IV. ARMA SIGNBALS

Up to now, we have only considered AR signals. In order to verify that the same situation occurs with

ARMA models, we present a simulation corresponding to an ARMA (2, 2) signal in the particular case

of a double pole and zero. Thus, the TF of the filter is

H(z) =
(z + b)2

(z − a)2
(9)

which yields the impulse response

h0 = 1, h1 = 2(a+ b), hk = (k + 1)ak + 2bkak−1 + b2(k + 1). (10)
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The use of this IR to analyze the singularity from the conditions of Theorem 1 is complicated. On the

other hand, according to Theorem 2, singularity is ensured as soon as a < 0.5.

The results calculated with 1.2 107 samples and corresponding to the values a = 0.4 and b = 0.2. For

these values, S = H((1) = 4, which appears clearly in the results. The scaling between the first and the

last histograms is of the order of 950. The first three histograms show a strong crossing phenomenon,

which means that the conditions of Theorem 1 are not satisfied. However, the fractal structure leading to

the singularity begins to appear in the last results.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced a new class of signals called singular random signals. They are characterized

by the fact that the distribution functions of their values at each time instant are singular or continuous

but without derivative. This implies that there is neither probability density function nor discrete mass of

probability. Usually considered to be only of mathematical interest without impact on practical problems,

we have shown that singular distributions appear, to the contrary, to describe a large class of simple

signals. They are ARMA signals generated from discrete-valued white noise and filters with poles located

inside the circle of singularity defined in the analysis. Therefore, singularity can appear as soon as the

input generating an ARMA signal is discrete-valued, as in many communication systems. The origin of

singularity and its relation with fractal structures have been analyzed. Various simulations concerning AR

or ARMA signals have been presented. The results are in good accordance with theoretical analysis and

show that singularity is not at totally a mathematical curiosity but can appear in very simple situations.

Many open questions remain for future work. Among the points to be clarified, we can indicate, for

example, the role of correlated inputs on the singularity of the output. Another point to clarify is the

consequences of the absence of a probability density function in all the statistical signal processing

methods where this density is used, as, for example, those using likelihood functions.
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